Introduction {#sec1}
============

Membrane proteins (MPs) play a key role in many biological processes, such as cell recognition, signal transmission, enzymatic reactions, and transport of metabolites.^[@ref1]−[@ref3]^ Their importance is proved by the fact that 50% of medical drugs are currently on the marked target MPs.^[@ref2]−[@ref4]^ The structure of MPs is restricted to α-helix and β-barrel due to the need to satisfy all hydrogen bonds within the water-excluded native bilayer environment. Although α-helical MPs are present in most biological membranes, β-barrel MPs are exclusively found in the outer membranes (OM) of Gram-negative bacteria^[@ref5]^ and eukaryotic organelles directly derived from prokaryotic ancestors, namely, mitochondria^[@ref6]^ and chloroplasts.^[@ref7]^

Porins are β-barrel outer membrane proteins (OMPs) that form water-filled open channels and allow the passive penetration of hydrophilic molecules. Because of their capacity in exchange of ions and small nutrients (i.e., typically \<667 Da) over the OM, porins have been used to fabricate smart biomimetic nanomembranes (NMs) that could incorporate biological functions, such as controlled ion transport.^[@ref8]^ For this purpose, three different approaches are currently followed: (1) reconstitution of natural OMPs into lipid bilayers,^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ (2) immobilization of porins onto supported organic or inorganic NMs,^[@ref11]−[@ref14]^ and (3) confinement of OMPs inside synthetic pores.^[@ref15]−[@ref17]^ In recent studies, we have probed the technological potential of approaches (2) and (3) coupling Omp2a, a β-barrel OMP from *Brucella melitensis* that permits the passive diffusion of small molecular weight hydrophilic materials, to polymeric NMs.^[@ref14],[@ref17]^ First, we modified a supported polypyrrole (PPy) matrix by immobilizing Omp2a onto the surface of heterocyclic conducting polymer.^[@ref14]^ The resulting biointerface, which was hydrophilic, electroactive, and biocompatible, promoted the passive transport of ions. More recently, we fabricated bioinspired freestanding NMs (FsNMs) for selective ion transport by immobilizing the Omp2a β-barrel protein inside nanoperforations created in flexible poly(lactic acid) (PLA) NMs.^[@ref17]^ This functionalization of the nanoperforations caused effects similar to those observed in biological NMs. Moreover, the diffusion of Ca^2+^ and Na^+^ ions through Omp2a was found to be significantly higher than that of K^+^, which was attributed to the preference imposed by the protein pore walls. Note that the pores of porins are too large to ensure selectivity but pore walls are supposed to impart some preferences for ion permeability.^[@ref18]^

After successful studies on Omp2a-based PPy and PLA biomimetic NMs, in this work, we focused on the study of this protein in a more native ambient, similar to that encountered in nature. Amazingly, until now no effort has been made to study Omp2a in a supported lipid bilayer (SLB), which consists of a planar in vitro assembly of lipids sitting on a solid support. In such a configuration, which is closer to the natural system than polymeric biomimetic NMs, the structure and properties of the protein have been probed using a variety of surface sensitive atomic force microscopy (AFM) and electrochemical techniques. More specifically, mechanical mapping with PeakForce quantitative nanomechanical mapping (QNM) mode, which combines single-molecule force spectroscopy with single-molecule imaging, has provided information about molecular forces. Furthermore, the function of Omp2a in the SLB has been examined using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and the results have been compared with previous data obtained for Omp2a-based polymeric artificial membranes.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

Lipid Formulations {#sec2.1}
------------------

The total lipid composition in *B. melitensis* is about 37% of phosphatidylcholine (POPC), 33% of phosphatidylethanolamine (POPE), 20% of cardiolipine (CL), and 10% of phosphatidylglycerol (POPG).^[@ref19]^ Although POPE is the main phospholipid in many Gram-negative OMs, POPC is most present in the OM of *B. melitensis*. This particular feature gives to this strain of bacteria high stability in the OM in comparison with other Gram-negative bacteria, whereas the content of POPE in animal cell total lipid membranes is low. For example, in the blood cells, POPE and POPG constitute about 6 and 2%, respectively, of all the membrane phospholipids.^[@ref20]^ Indeed, POPC is the major lipid component of the animal cell membranes.^[@ref20]^

Three different lipid compositions, which consisted of mixtures of POPC, POPE, POPG, and/or CL ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}), were investigated by AFM, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), dynamic light scattering (DLS), and ζ-potential: mixt-1 composed of 4:3 POPC/POPE, mixt-2 of 4:3:1 POPC/POPE/POPG, and mixt-3 of 4:3:1:2 POPC/POPE/POPG/CL.

![Chemical Composition of the Lipids Used in This Work](ao-2018-00913e_0011){#sch1}

Mixt-1 showed a clear phase separation of the two lipid domains constituted by PE and PC. Specifically, AFM images show that difference in height of the phases is ∼0.8 nm ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a) (the bilayer thickness reported for POPC and POPE is 4.33 and 4.03 nm, respectively^[@ref21]^). Instead, mixt-2 displayed the most homogenous and flat surface, these characteristics being expected to facilitate the rapid recognition of the protein. Consequently, mixt-2 was selected for further studies with the porin. In this case, the thickness of the bilayer was 5.4 nm, which is significantly lower than the protein's height (around 7 nm) ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). Finally, mixt-3 showed less phase separation than mixt-1 but still the difference between the domains was also clear, with 1.3 nm height differences ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). Furthermore, as the AFM tip was prone to go through the lipid membrane, consequently disrupting the acquiring image, very low forces were needed to achieve its visualization. This feature indicates that the consistency of the lipid bilayer is lower for mixt-3 than for mixt-1 and mixt-2, suggesting that CL increases the fluidity of the lipid bilayer. This hypothesis is supported by the results reported by Unsay et al.,^[@ref22]^ who found that the fluidity of lipid bilayers increases and its mechanical stability decreases by enhancing the CL concentration. Thus, CL apparently decreases the packing of the lipid membrane.

![Topographic AFM images with the corresponding vertical profiles and TEM images of SLBs obtained from liposomes composed of: (a) 4:3 POPC/POPE (mixt-1), (b) 4:3:1 POPC/POPE/POPG (mixt-2), and (c) 4:3:1:2 POPC/POPE/POPG/CL (mixt-3) diluted 1/5 in 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The red lines in the AFM images (a--c) indicate where from the vertical profile shown next to each image has been extracted. (d) DLS graph expressing the intensity vs diameter and (e) the ζ-potential (e) of the mixt-1, mixt-2, and mixt-3.](ao-2018-00913e_0003){#fig1}

It should be mentioned that results derived from microscopy techniques can be limited by the drying of the samples, which affects both AFM and TEM, and/or the deposition of the carbon layer used to support the sample in TEM analyses, which may alter the scattering of electrons. Thus, although the dry state is by far the most frequent technique for AFM and TEM observations (i.e., accompanied with staining for the latter), the drying of the samples on the substrate may cause deformation, or even complete destruction of the sample. However, it has been observed that many block copolymer-based assemblies and synthetic lipid bilayers tend to be rigid and therefore retain their shape.^[@ref23]−[@ref25]^ TEM images displayed in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} show some small irregularities in the edges, suggesting that sizes may be slightly affected by the drying process. Therefore, dimensions derived from TEM should be considered as approximate values only, while AFM images were recorded in the liquid state.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements proved that the three mixtures led to several liposome sizes ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}d), with diameters ϕ ≈ 1075, 555, and 213 nm for mixt-1, mixt-2, and mixt-3, respectively. Besides, the polydispersity in ϕ varied from sample to sample: 0.38, 0.35, and 0.19 for mixt-1, mixt-2, and mixt-3, respectively. On the other hand, the ζ-potential reported for pure POPC, POPE, and POPG phospholipids is −2.3 ± 2.0, −32.4 ± 3.4, and −56.0 ± 2.2 mV, respectively.^[@ref26]^ Interestingly, although POPC and POPE are structurally very similar zwitterionic phospholipids, they were found to exhibit dramatic differences in terms of accessible surface charge.^[@ref26]^ The ζ values determined in KCl aqueous solution for mixt-1, mixt-2, and mixt-3 were −30 ± 9, −60 ± 9, and −61 ± 8 mV, respectively ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}e). Although POPC and POPE lipids are zwitterions ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}), mixt-1 was found to exhibit a moderate negative surface charge at neutral pH. The incorporation of POPG and CL, which contain anionic polar heads ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}), markedly increased the negative-ζ of the liposomes. This behavior has been attributed to the fact that negatively charged phosphate group is not counterposed by any other positively charged group, as occurs in the other two tested lipids (i.e., POPC and POPE).^[@ref27]^

[Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b00913/suppl_file/ao8b00913_si_001.pdf) shows topographic AFM images of SLB obtained from 4:3:1 POPC/POPE/POPG liposomes incubated over mica overnight and diluted in 1× PBS at 1/5, 1/10, and 1/20 ratios. The highest area covered by the lipid bilayer corresponds to the 1/5 dilution, which was selected for further experiments. The breakthrough force of the lipid bilayer was ∼0.18 nN, and the apparent height was 3.4 nm ([Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b00913/suppl_file/ao8b00913_si_001.pdf)). Clearly, the latter value is underestimated compared with equilibrium thickness of the film. This is related to the fact that in force spectroscopy experiment, AFM tip is pushed against the sample surface, leading to elastic deformation of the bilayer before the breakthrough event. Hence, the measured thickness corresponds to the elastically deformed bilayer.

Insertion of Omp2a into Lipid Bilayers {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------------

The protein was inserted into the lipid bilayer by employing two different methods: (a) creation of proteoliposomes from detergent-mediated reconstitution of the protein into the preformed liposomes and (b) reconstitution directly incorporating the Omp2a protein into SLBs. The first methodology consists of the following four steps ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a): (1) liposomes are detergent-destabilized by titration with Triton X-100, a nonionic surfactant; (2) destabilized liposomes are mixed with the detergent-solubilized Omp2a; (3) detergent is removed with polystyrene beads (Bio-Beads), resulting in the formation of sealed proteoliposomes; and (4) SLB are formed by promoting the fusion of proteoliposomes onto a hydrophilic mica substrate. The second approach only needed three steps ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b): (1) spreading of liposomes onto a mica substrate; (2) addition of Triton X-100 to destabilize the lipid bilayer; and (3) protein insertion onto the membrane. Results obtained from each of such two approaches are described below.

![Protein was inserted on the lipid bilayer using two different methods: (a) formation of proteoliposomes from preformed liposomes and (b) insertion of the Omp2a protein by direct incorporation of the Omp2a protein into SLBs. The four- and three-step approaches (a) and (b) are described in the text.](ao-2018-00913e_0004){#fig2}

### Proteoliposomes from Detergent-Mediated Reconstitution of the Protein into Liposomes {#sec2.2.1}

To grasp the effect of protein reconstitution onto liposomes, the first-mentioned method was studied at 40, 80, and 100 w/w lipid-to-protein ratios using earlier reported protocols.^[@ref28]−[@ref31]^ In general, the diameter of the liposomes was slightly affected by protein reconstitution ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a), whereas ζ decreased progressively upon the incorporation of either protein or protein buffer into the liposome solution ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). On the other hand, comparison of the circular dichroism (CD) spectra recorded for solutions with the free protein and the different lipid-to-proteins suggest that the protein structure undergoes some changes inside the lipid membrane ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c). However, in all cases, the spectra contained the minimum and maximum ellipticity near 220 and ∼195 nm, respectively, indicating that the β-strand rich motives are maintained within the proteoliposomes.^[@ref32]^ Incubation of Omp2a with anionic unilamellar vesicles resulted in the co-sedimentation of a major portion of protein with liposomes after centrifugation, even though some protein was lost during the proteoliposomes purification step, as shown by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE; [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d). The ratio of protein in the pellet/supernatant was 3, 8, and 4.4 for samples coming from 100, 80, and 40 w/w lipid-to-protein ratios, respectively. Accordingly, the 80 w/w lipid-to-protein proportion allowed the most efficient protein retention. Interestingly, the presence of trimers and dimers is higher in proteoliposomes than in solution. Just 2% of the population presented a trimer organization in the Omp2a free solution (band at 110 kDa in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d), although increasing to 3.4, 5.8, and 6.2% in samples coming from 100, 80, and 40 w/w lipid-to-protein ratios. This feature suggests that protein confinement into lipidic membranes enhances their reorganization, bringing them to a state closer to the natural one.

![DLS results expressed in terms of (a) intensity vs diameter; (b) ζ values; and (c) CD spectra of proteoliposomes prepared from detergent-mediated reconstitution of the protein using 40, 80, and 100 w/w lipid-to-protein ratios, control liposomes (i.e., preformed liposomes), blank liposomes (i.e., preformed liposomes altered by adding the reconstitution detergent medium but without protein), and Omp2a solution. (d) SDS-PAGE gel for the proteoliposomes. TEM micrographs of (e) blank liposomes and (f) proteoliposomes prepared using an 80 w/w lipid-to-protein ratio. Histograms showing the diameter distributions are also displayed.](ao-2018-00913e_0013){#fig3}

TEM images of blank liposomes (control) and proteoliposomes ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}e,f, respectively) were obtained following the protocol reported by Opalińsky et al.^[@ref33]^ Micrographs denoted that the samples had some polydispersity, the diameters of liposomes and proteoliposomes varying between 100 and 350 nm ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}e) and between 50 and 400 nm ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}f), respectively. The addition of Omp2a to anionic vesicles had some influence on their size and, presumably, shape, which is in full agreement with the results derived from DLS. Proteoliposomes are clearly bigger than control liposomes. In addition, the former exhibit folds, which may be attributed to the reorganization induced by the protein reconstitution inside the lipid bilayer (i.e., sterically driven reorganization). However, it should be mentioned that such folds could be also due to an artifact induced by the dry state. Thus, the above mentioned reorganization could result in a weakening of the interactions inside the lipid bilayer and, consequently, cause deformation upon drying of the sample for TEM observation. On the other hand, the integrity of the membranes was found to be intact after conducting the four steps for protein insertion ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a).

SLBs were obtained by spreading the control liposomes and the proteoliposomes onto a mica substrate. Although the most common procedure to obtain SLBs is the Langmuir--Blodgett method, this technique usually becomes far complicated when multicomponent membranes, like those including OMPs, are studied. Instead, vesicle fusion onto a planar hydrophilic solid support is perfectly suitable for such cases. Different theories have been developed to elucidate how these vesicles spread over the hydrophilic surface. One of the most accepted models assumes that the vesicles adsorb on hydrophilic surface, then undergo substrate-induced deformation that causes their rupture on a solid surface.^[@ref34],[@ref35]^ However, the rupture events can be driven by several other factors, including fusion between neighboring vesicles, the high surface density of vesicles, and the presence of active edges of already formed bilayer patches. In this work, the SLB formation was performed in the presence of Ca^2+^, which favors vesicle adsorption onto mica support, especially for those containing negatively charged lipids.^[@ref36]^

[Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} displays AFM images of SLB onto a mica substrate obtained after spreading the control liposomes and the proteoliposomes. AFM images acquired for the liposomes reflect a homogenous and flat surface ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a), with an average roughness of (0.15 ± 0.01 nm). Representative cross-sectional profiles indicate that the treatment for obtaining proteoliposomes does not cause protrusions in the lipid bilayer. Instead, small protuberances of ∼2 nm height and ∼25 nm width appear upon the incorporation of Omp2a ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b--d). Moreover, AFM images evidence that the amount of protuberances decreases with increasing lipid-to-protein ratios, whereas the size of the protuberances increases. More specifically, the amount of protuberances decreases by ∼25 and ∼35% when the lipid-to-protein ratio increases from 40 to 80 and 100 w/w, respectively. It is worth noting that large aggregates (∼4 nm in height and ∼100 nm in width) appeared for the highest concentration of protein ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c), limiting protein nanomechanical studies.

![Topographic AFM images (first row) of SLB obtained from (a) POPC/POPE/POPG (4:3:1) liposomes or from proteoliposomes achieved using (b) 40, (c) 80, and (d) 100 w/w lipid-to-protein ratios spread over mica. Data were recorded on buffer solution (150 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.8). The red lines in AFM images indicate where from the vertical profile shown below (second row) each image has been extracted. Also, insets of each AFM image and profile are shown below (third and fourth rows, respectively).](ao-2018-00913e_0005){#fig4}

Magnified AFM images provide improved visualization of the protein's shape ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b--d). More specifically, magnification of the SLB derived from proteoliposomes obtained using 80 w/w lipid-to-protein ratio reflects structures of 1.5--2 nm height and 10 nm width, with small cavities in the middle. This condition seems to be the ideal in terms of protein's reconstitution efficiency and visualization. Therefore, more insights of this condition are shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, where AFM images of different patches on this surface are displayed. Comparison with the TEM images of the free protein in solution, which are shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b, suggests that such small patches on the membrane correspond to clusters of 5--10 monomers laterally associated. A membrane surface screening allowed to separate large protein--detergent aggregates (\>50 nm, dark blue in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c) from small clusters of proteins (\<50 nm, light blue in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c). Analysis of the height for the population of small clusters indicates an average value of 2.3 ± 0.5 nm ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}d), which is in accordance with the protein and lipid heights.^[@ref37]^

![(a) Representative topographic AFM images of SLB obtained from POPC/POPE/POPG (4:3:1) proteoliposomes (80 w/w lipid-to-protein ratio) spread over mica. The red lines in the AFM images indicate the region used to extract vertical profile shown next to each image. (b) TEM images of Omp2a stained with uranyl acetate (scale bar: 10 nm). (c) Representative topographic AFM images of SLB obtained from POPC/POPE/POPG (4:3:1) proteoliposomes (80 w/w lipid-to-protein ratio) spread over mica. Particle analyses were performed on 2 × 2 μm^2^ images. Light blue regions indicate particles below 45 nm (protein oligomers), whereas dark blue spots correspond to particles above 45 nm (protein aggregates). Data were recorded with a buffer solution (150 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.8). (d) Particle diameter distribution and height distribution of protein oligomers (\<45 nm).](ao-2018-00913e_0010){#fig5}

### Omp2a Reconstitution by Direct Incorporation into the SLB {#sec2.2.2}

The alternative method of incorporation of Omp2a into SLBs, which is schematized in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, was followed using AFM analysis at high resolution. The main assumption for this approach was deeply investigated by Milhiet et al.^[@ref38]^ and is based on the insertion of proteins into the destabilized SLB after its deposition onto the mica substrate. In a very recent work, Sumino et al.^[@ref39]^ directly attached transmembrane proteins, which were solubilized with a histidine tag, to a Ni^2+^ coated mica surface. After this, detergent-destabilized liposomes were added to fill the space between the proteins, achieving an oriented reconstitution.

In this work, SLBs were disrupted by the addition of Triton X-100, and afterward, the protein was incorporated. [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} displays topographic AFM images of SLB obtained from POPC/POPE/POPG (4:3:1) liposomes at the three different steps of the reconstitution process. The spread liposomes, where two faces can be visualized, are shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}a. After incubation with 0.01% Triton X-100 to destabilize the membrane, noticeable changes were observed ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}b); that is, the surface became flatter and more homogeneous. Finally, the bilayer was further incubated in a protein-refolding solution with 10 μg mL^--1^ of Omp2a. At this point, large protrusions from the lipid bilayer emerged ([Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}c). The width and height of such protrusions were 93 and 2.3 nm, as evidenced by vertical profiles extracted from the AFM images (red lines in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}c). Nevertheless, no single units of protein were detected. Instead, the bilayer was broken into many sites and agglomerates of protein were found. This was attributed to the fact that the concentration of Omp2a used in this process was too high. In addition, previous studies suggested that lipid bilayers could be destabilized by the detergent used in the refolding solution.^[@ref40]^

![Topographic AFM images of: (a) SLB obtained from POPC/POPE/POPG (4:3:1) liposomes, (b) after being incubated with 0.01%Triton X-100, and (c) further incubated in a refolding solution with 10 μg mL^--1^ Omp2a. Data were recorded for the buffer solution (150 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.8). The red lines in the AFM images (a--c) indicate where from the vertical profiles shown below have been extracted.](ao-2018-00913e_0001){#fig6}

To overcome the limitation associated to the protein concentration, the latter was reduced. As above, the surface of spread liposomes ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}a) became flatter and more homogeneous after incubation with 0.01% Triton X-100 ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b). After incubation in a 2 μg mL^--1^ Omp2a refolding solution, some breakages and agglomerates were also visualized ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}c), even though at such low concentration, single protein's shape could be identified when higher contrasts were used. The recognized protein was around 10 nm wide and 1.5 nm high, showing a deeper part in the middle, as expected.

![Topographic AFM images of: (a) SLB obtained from POPC/POPE/POPG (4:3:1) liposomes, (b) after being incubated with 0.01% Triton X-100, and (c) further incubated in a refolding solution with 2 μg mL^--1^ Omp2a. Data were recorded with the buffer solution (150 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.8). The red square shows where the inset has been obtained from. The red line in the AFM image indicates (c) where from the vertical profile shown below has been extracted. Red circles correspond to protein agglomerates.](ao-2018-00913e_0006){#fig7}

In summary, although high-resolution images of the proteins reconstituted into the lipid bilayer were obtained, this strategy is limited by the adverse effects caused by the detergent used for the refolding. Thus, the lipid bilayer is still disrupted when the protein concentration is reduced from 10 to 2 μg mL^--1^. Because of this drawback, the strategy based on detergent-mediated reconstitution of the protein into liposomes ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a) was used to insert the Omp2a into the lipid bilayer for both nanomechanical and functional studies. Specifically, this methodology allows a higher control of the process, as proved by the fact that the substrate surface is homogeneously coated by the lipid bilayer and a homogeneous protein distribution into the bilayer is observed.

Nanomechanical Properties of Omp2-Containing SLBs Prepared Using Preformed Liposomes {#sec2.3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lateral organization of lipid, carbohydrates, and proteins found in biological membranes is involved in many cellular events, for example, signal transduction or membrane fusion.^[@ref41]^ Furthermore, structural, physical, and chemical properties of biomacromolecules can control their activity at different length scales. In particular, nanomechanical properties can affect some biological functions of proteins in processes such as cell signaling, membrane signal transduction, and immune responses.^[@ref42]−[@ref44]^ For example, antibodies need high flexibility to bind to diversified antigens.^[@ref44]^ Accordingly, deep-end studies on how proteins modify the consistency of lipid bilayers and how soft proteins are in comparison with the hosting lipid bilayers are not only attractive but also very relevant from a biotechnological point of view. Because of recent advances in AFM technologies, it is currently possible to measure mechanical properties of single molecules in physiological conditions. Thus, force--distance (FD) curves, which are directly obtained from cantilever's deflection, can be collected at the same time as the AFM images are acquired. For each pixel of the topographic image, the AFM records FD curves with angstrom precision and piconewton sensitivity. More specifically, interaction forces between the AFM stylus and the biological sample surface are mapped pixel by pixel, enabling quantification of the elastic modulus, adhesion forces, and deformation of the sample simultaneously.^[@ref45]^ In this work, the elasticity has been extracted using the Derjaguin--Muller--Toporov (DMT) model,^[@ref46]^ whereas the adhesion force has been acquired from the vertical difference of the minimum force during retraction and the zero force. Lipid bilayers were examined using a soft cantilever (nominal spring constant *k*~s~ = 0.7 N m^--1^), with the set point adjusted to get minimum sample deformation.

[Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}a shows a 2 × 2 μm^2^ topographic image of Omp2a molecules embedded on the lipid membrane over a mica substrate, which was obtained in the PeakForce QNM tapping mode. The peak force set point was adjusted to a force of 544 pN. For analysis, a cross-sectional profile of 2 μm length (dashed red line) is plotted next to the AFM windows. The DMT modulus map ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}b) reflects the presence of two domains with different constant elasticities, corresponding to the lipid bilayer surface and Omp2a molecules. [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}b includes the profile of elasticity fitted with the DMT modulus. The mean DMT modulus obtained for the lipid bilayer and Omp2a are 19 and 10.5 ± 1.7 MPa, respectively, the latter being obtained by selecting aggregates smaller than 40 nm. These results are consistent with high-resolution topographic AFM studies on OmpG reconstituted into native *Escherichia coli* lipids that evidenced that the OMP is softer than the lipid bilayer,^[@ref45],[@ref47]^ even though no quantitative estimation of the elastic modulus was provided. However, studies on other related proteins (i.e., bacteriorhodopsin and multiprotein complexes contained in erythrocyte membrane) using quantitative mechanical AFM mapping^[@ref48],[@ref49]^ and microsecond force spectroscopy^[@ref50]^ probed that the stiffness of MPs depends on the environment (e.g., electrolyte identity and concentration, pH, and substrate), ranging from a few megapascal to tens of megapascal. Similarly, the reported moduli of lipid bilayers ranged from ∼10 to ∼500 MPa, depending on the chemical identity and environment.^[@ref51],[@ref52]^ However, the modulus of elasticity of ∼18 MPa was recently reported for L~α~ phase of the mica-supported bilayer composed of lipids extracted from *E. coli*.^[@ref53]^ Moreover, the modulus of polymeric FsNMs was reported to increase from ∼25 to ∼35 MPa with the thickness (i.e., from 10--20 to ∼80 nm).^[@ref54]^

![FD-based AFM images of POPC/POPE/POPG (4:3:1) proteoliposomes (80 w/w lipid-to-protein ratio) spread onto mica: (a) topography, (b) DMT modulus map, (c) adhesion map, and (d) deformation map. Data were recorded with the buffer solution (150 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.8). The red lines in the AFM images (a--d) indicate where from the vertical profile shown below or next to each image has been extracted. The histograms below the profiles express the percentage of particles below 45 nm in diameter (protein oligomers) vs the difference in the indicated parameter with respect to lipid bilayer values.](ao-2018-00913e_0007){#fig8}

[Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}c displays, on one hand, the adhesion map, as obtained from the FD curves recorded in each pixel, and, on the other hand, both the profile and histogram of the difference between lipid bilayer and protein adhesion. It should be noted that the DMT model used in this work is appropriated for weak adhesive forces and tips with a small curvature radius.^[@ref55]^ The adhesion force of the SLB was around 200 pN, whereas that of Omp2a was 161.9 ± 9 pN. Lipids therefore adhered more to the AFM tip than the protein, which should be attributed to the asymmetric distributions of van der Waals forces. Consequently, the tip forms stronger interactions with the flat surface of lipids than with the curved surface of Omp2a, the latter providing less contact area.^[@ref56]^ It is worth noting that the adhesion forces determined for the lipid bilayer and the OMP are 1 order of magnitude smaller than those reported for polymeric FsNMs.^[@ref17]^ More specifically, the adhesion force of polymeric FsNMs were found to be comprised between 5 and 7 nN.^[@ref54]^

Two phases are also observed in the representative deformation map displayed in [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}d. Indeed, the corresponding profile and histogram provided deformation values of ∼1 and 4.6 ± 0.7 nm for the SLB and Omp2a, respectively. These results prove that mechanical properties, such as the elasticity or deformation, can be imaged at high resolution. Strikingly, the contour of single molecules becomes apparent when their mechanical properties are studied, even though their recognition becomes easier when height images are also considered. Similar analyses were performed for the control SLBs (i.e., liposomes treated like the proteoliposomes) onto the mica substrate ([Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b00913/suppl_file/ao8b00913_si_001.pdf)). Results corroborated that nanofeatures previously described were due to the protein reconstitution. Thus, no small protrusion was observed in [Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b00913/suppl_file/ao8b00913_si_001.pdf) and in addition, no significant changes in the DMT modulus, adhesion, and deformation were detected when comparing values obtained for SLBs with and without protein.

Overall, comparison of the results obtained in this section with those reported for polymeric NMs^[@ref54]^ indicates that immobilization of OMPs inside the nanopores of polymer-based FsNMs offers advantages over the lipid bilayer-based approaches. Indeed, although synthetic lipid bilayers, like those studied in this work, are more stable than pure biological membranes, their mechanical strength is lower than that of polymeric NMs. The fragility of lipid bilayers may be a handicap for practical applications, whereas the mechanical flexibility and resistance of polymeric FsNM were reported to be enough for this purpose. Thus, in many practical applications, for example, those related with molecular filtration, nanofluidics, and nanodetection, stable FsNMs are needed to sustain mechanical stress during the fabrication and operation processes.

Electrochemical Detection of Omp2a in Proteoliposomes {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------------------------

Electrochemical methods are widely accepted to detect residues with redox properties in proteins, such as tyrosine (Tyr) and tryptophan (Trp).^[@ref57],[@ref58]^ Among the different electrochemical strategies (e.g., sweep voltammetry and cyclic voltammetry), square-wave voltammetry (SWV) stands out since high peak resolution is obtained with very low peptide and protein concentrations after correcting with an efficient base line.^[@ref59]^ In addition, the usage of electrochemical method has the advantage that proteins can be easily adsorbed on many surfaces, facilitating the preparation of protein-modified electrodes.^[@ref60]^

It is well-known that the peak potential of Tyr and Trp depend on the buffer. Thus, Vacek et al.^[@ref61]^ showed that pH plays a key role in the peak potential, which shifts toward less positive values with increasing pH. Furthermore, analysis of the peak potential shifts at a given buffer conditions allows to discriminate between native and denatured forms of proteins.^[@ref57]^ Omp2a contains 22 Tyr and 10 Trp residues, which are mainly located in the external part of the barrel in the native protein. Therefore, proteoliposomes are expected to be at the interface between the lipid bilayer and the medium if the protein remains stable. To prove the stability of the protein native form in the proteoliposomes, characterization of the Omp2a Tyr and Trp residues has been performed by applying the label-free and sensitive SWV methodology. Specifically, the response of the protein when it is alone (control of the native form) and embedded into the lipid bilayer has been compared.

Three negative controls were analyzed: bare glassy carbon electrode (GCE), GCE covered by 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol-containing refolding buffer (GCE + MPD), and GCE covered by the spread liposomes (GCE + liposomes). As can be seen in [Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, none of the mentioned samples gave rise to any substantial peak. Instead, when the protein was adsorbed with the refolding buffer, two peaks can be visualized. These correspond to the oxidation peaks of Tyr and Trp (+0.45 and +0.62 V, respectively). The peak current density is much higher for the first than for the second, which is fully consistent with the larger quantity of Tyr than Trp in the Omp2a sequence. In contrast, a single less intense peak at +0.5 V was found when proteoliposomes were spread onto the glassy carbon surface. This is correlated with the lower protein presence on the proteoliposomes since there is not a complete protein loading, and therefore the monitoring of the Trp signal becomes more difficult.

![Voltammograms of SWV obtained for bare glassy carbon electrode (GCE) and GCE covered by 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol-containing refolding buffer (GCE + MPD), spread liposomes (GCE + liposomes), and spread proteoliposomes (GCE + proteoliposomes).](ao-2018-00913e_0002){#fig9}

Functionality of Omp2a in SLBs {#sec2.5}
------------------------------

The chemical environment is critical to maintain the biological functionality of OMPs. Hence, biological nanopores offer precise control over ion selectivity rectification and gating as well as outstanding permeability. Molecular recognition is the hallmark of biological interactions to enable these functions, especially the ion selectivity, so that embedded biochannels often lose their activity upon leaving the biological environment. Several strategies have been studied to transfer properties of naturally occurring nanopores to supported polymeric NMs. For example, incorporation of the lipid bilayer onto supported NM^[@ref10],[@ref62]−[@ref64]^ and functionalization of the nanopore surfaces through ligands^[@ref65]−[@ref68]^ are considered as the most reliable ones. Nevertheless, the utilization of supported NMs drastically limits the practical application of the device and, unfortunately, functionalization of nanopore surfaces in polymeric FsNMs is not an easy task. To engineer new strategies for the fabrication of more effective bioinspired FsNMs, we devoted this section to study the functionality of Omp2a immobilized inside SLB and its comparison to the results reported for Omp2a-based PLA FsNMs.^[@ref17]^

The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) method has been employed to measure the current through electrodes covered by the systems investigated in this study. This technique exploits the fact that lipid bilayers are electrically resistant and behave as insulators, monitoring the membrane conductance related to the transport of ions. In this work, the electrode used for the functional characterization is indium tin oxide (ITO) supported on glass, which is a suitable substrate for the characterization of lipid bilayer membranes and does not induce protein denaturation.^[@ref69]−[@ref72]^ The complex EIS signal has been related to the electrical properties of each component of the system (i.e., the electrode, the lipid bilayer with or without protein, and the electrolyte, KCl), representing them as electrical elements on an electric equivalent circuit (EEC). Each element contributes at different frequency regimes, enabling the separation of the effects of the components at the interface. The quality of the fitting between the experimental data and the ECC has been proved by evaluating the percentage error associated to each circuit element, which is lower than 10% in all cases.

Consistent with our previous work on Omp2a-filled nanoperforated PLA FsNMs, the EEC ([Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}a) obtained for bare ITO electrodes shows the electrolyte resistance (*R*~S~) connected in series with the constant-phase element (CPE) of the double-layer semiconductor/electrolyte interface (*Q*~dl~).^[@ref17]^ Here, lipid bilayer-coated electrodes behave as a circuit in which the *R*~S~ is followed by the lipid membrane CPE element (*Q*~M~) in parallel with the membrane resistance (*R*~M~) and the semiconductor/electrolyte interface *Q*~dl~ element, which arises from lipid bilayer defects (i.e., lipid bilayers are dynamic in nature, and therefore the apparition of changing defects and holes is expected to be relatively frequent). Moreover, this EEC is not altered by the incorporation of Omp2a inside the bilayer ([Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}a).

![(a) Schemes representing the ITO, the lipid bilayer, and the lipid bilayer containing Omp2a with the corresponding EEC used for fitting the experimental data from EIS measurements: *R*~S~ is the electrolyte resistance, *Q*~M~ and *R*~M~ are the membrane constant-phase element and resistance, respectively, and *Q*~dl~ is the double-layer constant-phase element for the electrode surface. (b) Nyquist plots of ITO (green stars), lipid bilayer (purple triangles), and lipid bilayer with the reconstituted protein at 100 (blue circles), 80 (red diamonds), and 40 w/w (black squares) lipid-to-protein ratios in 0.1 M KCl. Symbols correspond to experimental data, whereas lines are the fitted curves according to EEC. (c) Average conductance measured for the lipid bilayer and those containing the protein at different lipid-to-protein ratios. (d) Bode plots of the systems described in (b).](ao-2018-00913e_0008){#fig10}

[Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}b displays the Nyquist plots recorded for the bare ITO substrate and four different lipid bilayers (i.e., lipid bilayers using 40, 80, and 100 w/w lipid-to-protein ratios and lipid bilayer without protein) using 0.1 M KCl aqueous solution. All four bilayers display curves with one semicircle in the high frequency range and a straight ascending line in the low frequency range. The starting point of the curve indicates *R*~S~, whereas the diameter of the semicircle corresponds to the charge-transfer resistance, *R*~M~. Besides, the conductivity calculated for each system is represented in [Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}c. The membrane conductivity (σ, in S cm^--1^) has been determined using the following expressionwhere *L* is the thickness of the membrane (5.5 × 10^--7^ cm), *A* is the area of the electrode (0.5 cm^2^), and *R*~M~ is the membrane resistance. As expected, the membrane conductivity increases as a function of the protein concentration on the lipid bilayer, being significantly higher for the 40 w/w lipid-to-protein ratio.

[Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}d displays the Bode plots obtained for each condition, where both the difference of logarithmic impedance versus the logarithm of frequency (log *f*, where *f* is expressed in hertz) and the change in phase angle versus the logarithm of frequency are represented. Bare ITO shows a steady increase of the impedance signal log *f* below 3, the same being observed in the difference of phase angle. Instead, when the electrode was covered by the lipid bilayer (with/without protein), a well-defined shoulder appeared at the log* f* regime of 1--3. This is related to the resistance and constant-phase element (*Q*~M~) induced by the presence of the lipid bilayer.

The resistance obtained for the lipid bilayer alone (4.2 kΩ cm^2^) ([Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}), which is close to that reported for the single component 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine bilayer,^[@ref73]^ is significantly lower than that previously reported for nonperforated PLA FsNMs (7.4 kΩ cm^2^)^[@ref17]^ but higher than what was obtained for supported PPy membranes (821 Ω cm^2^).^[@ref14]^ According to these results, ion diffusion decreases as follows: supported PPy ≫ SLB \> PLA. This relative order can be explained considering, on one hand, that the average thickness of insulating PLA NMs (∼100 nm) is very high compared to that of lipid bilayers (∼5 nm) and on the other hand, that PPy is a conducting polymer, which facilitates the electron transfer to the electrode surface. Furthermore, the resistance of 40 w/w lipid-to-protein ratio SLBs (1.5 kΩ cm^2^) is relatively similar to that of nanoperforated Omp2a-filled PLA FsNMs (1.9 kΩ cm^2^)^[@ref17]^ and higher than that of PPy-Omp2a (243 Ω cm^2^).^[@ref14]^ As expected, the reduction in the resistance of each Omp2a-containing system with respect to its corresponding nonfunctionalized analog evidences that the incorporation of the porin channel enhances ion diffusion in all cases. Moreover, the affinity of K^+^ ions toward the protein-containing systems follows this order: PPy ≫ SLB ≈ PLA.

###### Resistances (*R*) and Constant-Phase Elements[b](#t1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (CPEs) for Each Sample, Analyzed in KCl 0.1 M Solution, from Fitting Parameters Obtained with the EECs Displayed in [Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}a[a](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

                           *R*~S~ (Ω cm^2^)   *Q*~M~ (F cm^--2^ s^*n*--1^)   *n*         *R*~M~ (kΩ cm^2^)   *Q*~dl~ (F cm^--2^ s^*n*--1^)   *n*
  ------------------------ ------------------ ------------------------------ ----------- ------------------- ------------------------------- -----------
  ITO                      120.9 (0.6)                                       0.9 (0.5)                       6.9 × 10^--6^ (0.1)              
  lipid bilayer            44.7 (0.5)         5.2 × 10^--6^ (1.2)            0.7 (0.2)   4.2 (0.4)           7.8 × 10^--4^ (1.0)             0.8 (0.6)
  Omp2a in SLB (100 w/w)   75.5 (3.3)         4.2 × 10^--6^ (1.2)            0.7 (1.2)   3.7 (1.9)           4.5 × 10^--4^ (3.4)             0.8 (1.9)
  Omp2a in SLB (80 w/w)    43.8 (2.4)         6.0 × 10^--5^ (5.9)            0.7 (0.9)   2.7 (3.7)           1.0 × 10^--3^ (3.7)             0.8 (1.8)
  Omp2a in SLB (40 w/w)    44.4 (2.2)         3.2 × 10^--5^ (8.1)            0.8 (1.6)   1.5 (3.8)           6.3 × 10^--4^ (3.6)             0.8 (2.2)

The percentage error associated to each circuit element is included in parentheses.

The CPE impedances have been expressed as: *Z*~CPE~ = \[*Q*(jω)*^n^*\]^−1^. CPEs represent a capacitor and a resistor for *n* = 1 and 0, respectively, whereas it is associated with a diffusion process when *n* = 0.5.

The resistance values obtained in this work for lipid bilayers are smaller than those previously reported in the literature (i.e., \>80 kΩ cm^2^).^[@ref2]^ This observation could be attributed to one of the following two reasons or to a combination of both. First, the ion concentration used in this work (i.e., 0.1 M KCl), which was chosen for consistency with our previous studies on Omp2a-based PPy and PLA bioinspired NMs,^[@ref14],[@ref17]^ is 1 order of magnitude higher than the one typically used. It is worth noting that higher the electrolyte concentration, lower is the membrane resistance.^[@ref3]^ Also, the presence of defects in the bilayer and the consequent reduction in the packing density of the immobilized lipids can explain the low resistances determined in this work, in comparison with those obtained in other studies.^[@ref2]^ Thus, such imperfections could be due to the difficulty of completely covering the ITO surface with the lipid bilayer.

Conclusions {#sec3}
===========

The nanomechanical properties and functionality of Omp2a reconstituted into SLBs have been evaluated and compared with those of bioinspired Omp2a-polymeric NMs. Among the three tested lipid compositions, bilayers made of 4:3:1 POPC/POPE/POPG have been found to be the most homogenous and consistent. Besides, reconstitution of the OMP into preformed liposomes using detergent as mediator has allowed obtaining homogenous and reproducible surfaces. The estimated average DMT moduli, adhesion force, and deformation of Omp2a is 10.5 ± 1.7 MPa, 161.9 ± 9 pN, and 4.6 0.7 nm, respectively. These values are clearly distinguishable from the ones determined for the lipid bilayer, reflecting the satisfactory incorporation of the OMP. The low stiffness of Omp2a and its high deformability compared with the dimensions of the molecule (nominal height: 7 nm) reflect a high molecular flexibility. This key property, which is related to the conformational adaptability of the protein, could be responsible for an essential aspect of Omp2a biological functionality: it allows the passage of a number of molecules with varying sizes and shapes to ensure the nutrition of the bacteria. On the other hand, the ion affinity significantly increases with the protein concentration used in the proteoliposomes reconstitution, a reduction of ∼78% being observed between the control and the lowest lipid-to-protein ratio.

In summary, the reconstitution of OMPs into lipid bilayers provides platforms that fulfill both the nanometric dimensional requisite for truly mimicking biological attributes and the conditions necessary for exploring their properties. In spite of these advantages, the properties Omp2a-based SLBs are less suitable for technological applications than those of polymeric FsNMs with Omp2a immobilized in nanoperforations. Our future research in this field will focus on the integration of such two platforms to collect in a single system their potential individual benefits. Thus, we plan to immobilize Omp2a-based lipid bilayers into the pores of nanoperforated polymeric membranes to improve the ion affinity detection capability. This system is expected to be the most versatile from a biotechnological point of view since the protein environment will be very close to native conditions and therefore the negative influence of the polymer in the protein structure will be eliminated.

Methods {#sec4}
=======

Expression, Purification, and Refolding of the Omp2a Outer Membrane Protein from *B. melitensis* {#sec4.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Bacterial Strain and Growth {#sec4.1.1}

Cells of *E. coli* BL21 (DE3) carrying pLysS and pET2a plasmids (containing the gene Omp2a without peptide signal) were grown in Luria--Bertani medium at 37 °C with constant shaking. Log cultures (OD 0.6) of 500 mL were stimulated with IPTG (0.2 mg mL^--1^) for 3 h. Cells were then harvested by centrifugation at 4000*g* for 30 min, the resulting bacterial pellets being stored at −20 °C.

### Overexpression and Non-native Purification of Omp2a {#sec4.1.2}

The bacterial pellets were thawed and treated with 8 mL of TEN lysis buffer (50 mM Tris--HCl pH 8, 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA), 17 mM NaCl, 125 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 250 mg mL^--1^ lysozyme) for 20 min at 25 °C. Harvested cells were further broken by addition of 10 mg of sodium deoxycholate for 60 min at 37 °C with constant shaking and 2 mg of DNase I for 60 min at 25 °C. The suspension was then centrifuged at 14 000*g* for 20 min at 4 °C. The resulting pellet underwent a washing buffer (2 M urea, 20 mM Tris--HCl pH 8, 500 mM NaCl, 2% Triton X-100) and centrifugation at 14 000*g* for 20 min at 4 °C. The inclusion bodies were solubilized with 8 mL of TEN buffer (50 mM Tris--HCl pH 8, 1 mM EDTA, 17 mM NaCl, and 8 M urea). Then, the solubilized proteins were applied onto an anion-exchange diethylaminoethyl cellulose column previously equilibrated with 25 mL of buffer (50 mM Tris--HCl pH 8, 17 mM NaCl, and 8 M urea). Omp2a was eluted with a 50 mL linear gradient of NaCl from 17 to 500 mM, whereas the protein profile was further analyzed using SDS-PAGE. Fractions containing 39 kDa proteins were then pooled and stored at 4 °C.

### Omp2a Refolding in Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate--2-Methyl-2,4-pentanediol (SDS--MPD) System {#sec4.1.3}

To refold Omp2a, the protein solution (1 mg mL^--1^ protein, 250 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris--HCl pH 8, and 8 M urea) was eluted onto a PD-10 column to exchange the buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris--HCl pH 8, and 120 mM SDS, which is 15 times the critical micellar concentration). SDS-unfolded samples were then diluted 1:1 in a refolding solution (50 mM Tris--HCl pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, and 3 M MPD). The protein solution was then incubated at room temperature. The samples were stored at −20 °C to stop the refolding reaction. Hereafter, Omp2a protein at this procedure stage is named as obtained Omp2a.

Liposome Production {#sec4.2}
-------------------

The procedure used to produce liposomes is depicted in [Scheme [2](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}. Initially, liposomes were generated by dissolving and mixing lipids in 4:1 chloroform/methanol, which assured a homogeneous mixture (1). After this, the solvent was evaporated using argon stream and agitation to yield a thin lipid film (2). The film was thoroughly dried to remove residual organic solvent by placing the vial on a vacuum pump for 30 min. Then, film rehydration was performed by adding the adequate buffer (3) and sonicating for 30 min at 37° (4). Vesicles were stored at 4 °C. Liposome solutions were diluted 1/5 and deposited over the mica substrate for analyses with the AFM (5).

![Fabrication of Liposomes](ao-2018-00913e_0009){#sch2}

Formation of Proteoliposomes from Preformed Liposomes {#sec4.3}
-----------------------------------------------------

Shortly, liposomes were detergent-destabilized by titration with Triton X-100 and subsequently mixed with the detergent-solubilized Omp2a transmembrane protein. After this, controlled removal of the detergent by polystyrene beads (Bio-Beads) resulted in the formation of sealed proteoliposomes. Then, the proteoliposomes were incubated onto the mica substrate to facilitate their spreading.

Strategy of Protein Reconstitution by Direct Incorporation into SLBs {#sec4.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

SLBs were first incubated for 15 min at room temperature in the presence of the detergent (Triton X-100 at 0.01%) to destabilize the membrane. After this, they were further incubated at the same temperature with detergent-solubilized proteins (10 or 2 μg mL^--1^), allowing them to be inserted into the membrane. The excess of detergent and proteins was removed by extensive washing with Milli-Q water.

SDS-PAGE {#sec4.5}
--------

Proteoliposomes were pelleted by ultracentrifugation (15 min, 10 000*g*), and the pellet was resuspended in 25 μL of loading buffer. The protein in the supernatant and pellet (equal volumes) were subsequently subjected to glycine SDS-PAGE using 15% acrylamide gels and visualized with comassie blue.

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) {#sec4.6}
------------------------------

The size distribution of the protein in 1× PBS pH 7.4 and in 50 mM Tris--HCl pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, and 3 M MPD was determined using a NanoBrook Omni ζ potential analyzer from Brookheaven Instruments Corporation. Particularly, three consecutive runs of 60 s each were conducted for every sample.

AFM Measurements {#sec4.7}
----------------

Topography imaging of the samples was performed at 24 °C with 5500 AFM (Keysight) operating in magnetic alternating current (MAC) mode. In this intermittent contact mode, magnetically coated cantilevers are driven by an oscillating magnetic field. This enables elimination of spurious responses generated by cantilever holding mechanism or the surrounding fluid. For imaging, we have used MAC Levers VII with a nominal spring constant of 0.14 N m^--1^ but its exact value was determined for each individual tip from thermal tuning. Nanomechanical measurements were carried out with Dimension Icon (Bruker) instrument operating in PeakForce QNM mode, which enables simultaneous imaging of the topography and mapping of the nanomechanical properties of the sample. In this mode, *Z*-piezo is modulated at the frequency of 2 kHz with default peak force amplitude and during each cycle the force--distance curve is recorded for every pixel of the scanned area. On the basis of analysis of the retract curves, it is possible to determine the adhesion force (*F*~adh~) and reduced modulus of elasticity (*E*\*) according to the Derjaguin--Muller--Toporov (DMT) contact mechanics modelwhere *F*~tip~ denotes force acting on AFM tip, *d* defines the distance between the said tip and sample surface, and *R* is the tip radius. Modulus of elasticity (*E*~s~) for the given sample can be estimated using the equationwhere ν~t~ and ν~s~ are Poisson's ratios for the material of the tip and the sample, respectively, whereas *E*~t~ denotes the modulus of elasticity of the tip material. To calibrate the instrument, determination of the modulus of elasticity was evaluated using poly(dimethylsiloxane) test sample (Bruker) with a nominal value of the modulus of elasticity equaling 3.5 MPa. All images/maps were acquired in aqueous buffers. We have used ScanAsyst-Fluid+ cantilevers (Bruker) with a nominal spring constant of 0.7 N m^--1^ and the nominal tip radius of 5 nm. However, the exact value of the spring constant for each cantilever was obtained from the thermal tune method.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) {#sec4.8}
--------------------------------------

The liposomes and proteoliposomes were placed on carbon-coated grids and stained with 0.5% uranyl acetate and examined by electron microscopy. Solution containing Omp2a (0.34 mg mL^--1^) was dispersed on glow-discharged carbon-coated copper grids (300 mesh) and negatively stained with uranyl acetate (2.0% w/v). After incubation (30 s), the excess of protein was removed with filter paper and the grids air dried for a further 1--2 s. TEM images were obtained with a Philips TECNAI 10 electron microscope operating at 100 kV.

Circular Dichroism (CD) {#sec4.9}
-----------------------

CD measurements were performed on a Chirascan-plus *q*CD spectrometer (Applied Photophysics, APL, U.K.) equipped with a temperature-controlled cell using a call path length 10 mm. Spectra were recorded between 180 and 260 nm. Machine settings were as follows: 1 nm bandwidth, 1 s response, 0.5 nm data pitch, 100 nm min^--1^ scan speed, and cell length of 0.1 cm. All CD spectra presented in this work correspond to the average from three independent measurements.

Square-Wave Voltammetry (SWV) {#sec4.10}
-----------------------------

SWV experiments were carried out using glassy carbon electrodes (GCE) (2 mm diameter) as anodes. Before conducting any experiment, the GCE was mechanically polished with powder of alumina to produce a mirrorlike surface. The electrodes were subsequently sonicated to remove adhered alumina particles, rinsed with water, and left to dry. Finally, 5 μL of the corresponding sample was deposited on the top of the surface.

Electrochemical characterization was carried out with an Autolab PGSTAT302N. Experiments were conducted in a phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 0.1 M (pH = 7.4) at room temperature. The initial and final potential were 0 and +1 V. SWV amplitude: 25 mV, frequency: 20.

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) {#sec4.11}
--------------------------------------------

EIS measurements were performed using a conventional three-electrode cell and an AUTOLAB-302N potentiostat/galvanostat operating between the frequency range of 104.5 and 10--2 Hz and 5 mV of amplitude for the sinusoidal voltage. All experiments were performed at room temperature with lipid bilayers deposited onto ITO and using 100 mM KCl. ITO was used as working electrode and platinum as counter electrode, whereas Ag\|AgCl saturated (KCl 3 M) was employed as reference electrode. After data collection, EIS results were processed and fitted to an electric equivalent circuit (EEC).

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acsomega.8b00913](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acsomega.8b00913).Description of the experimental methods; AFM images and force--distance curve-based AFM of SLB obtained from 4:3:1 PC/PE/PG liposomes ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acsomega.8b00913/suppl_file/ao8b00913_si_001.pdf))
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